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Yun Chujiu took out a bunch of coral fruits with a smile. “Elder Yao, don’t worry. I have a lot of these 

things. They are enough to detoxify the poison.” 

 

Old Man Yao took the coral fruits from Yun Chujiu’s hand and looked at them. Although he had never 

seen the real thing, he had seen it from a book. He couldn’t help but show a happy expression. 

 

Yun chujiu recalled the spiritual sense from before and asked, “Elder Yao, what’s the matter with the 

purple-masked woman you mentioned?” 

 

“That purple-masked woman is the leader of the Divine Devil Hall. Her spiritual power is extremely high. 

It seems that she should be at least at the ninth layer of the ethereal space realm, and has even reached 

the peak of the ninth layer of the ethereal space realm. “Her spiritual sense is extremely strong, so I 

don’t dare to act Rashly. Moreover, I don’t have the antidote in my hands. It’s useless to save her.”Elder 

Yao said with a serious expression. 

 

“Elder Yao, I really don’t understand. Since the people of the Divine Devil Hall have captured Master Baili 

and the others, why didn’t they kill them? Aren’t they afraid of endless trouble in the future?”Yun chujiu 

asked in puzzlement. 

 

“Of course she wanted to kill them. However, there was a formation on the origin square. Before the 

spiritual power of Bai Li Yin and the others was exhausted, they activated the protective shield and killed 

Liu Zitong. 

 

The people of the Divine Devil Hall had captured some disciples. Killing them wouldn’t make a 

difference. At this moment, they were using the lives of those disciples to negotiate with Bai Li Yin. 

 

Fortunately, Bai Li Yin wasn’t that stupid. Even if the people of the Divine Devil Hall had killed some 

disciples, he didn’t remove the formation on the origin square. Otherwise, everyone wouldn’t have 

survived. 

 



“Also, it is said that the purple-faced woman kept asking Bai Li Yin to tell her where you are. It seems 

that she hates you to the bone!”After saying that, old man Yao looked at Yun chujiu meaningfully. 

 

Yun Chujiu shrugged her shoulders. “It is not strange for the people of the Divine Devil Hall to hate me. 

Who asked them to encounter me as soon as they did something bad!”! 

 

Old Man Yao, how about this? Let’s split into two groups. “I’ll go to the entrance and call out the two 

stone Pixiu first. Then, I’ll bring them to attract the attention of the purple-masked woman. You take this 

opportunity to save those disciples first.” “Then, think of a way to enter the square of origin to save 

Master Baili and the others.” 

 

Old Man Yao did not raise any objections. He said with a solemn expression, “Try your best to stall that 

purple-masked woman. The longer the better. As long as her spiritual sense doesn’t scan back and forth, 

I have the confidence to give the antidote to Bai Li Yin and the others.” 

 

Yun chujiu nodded. “I’m the best at attracting hatred points. Don’t Worry!” 

 

Immediately, Yun chujiu passed a few sacks of coral fruits to Geezer Yao. As for the antidote for the soul-

devouring powder, most people had it on them. This was not a problem. 

 

Geezer Yao looked at the sacks of coral fruits and could not help but ask in puzzlement, “Little Jiu, I 

really don’t understand. Why do you have so many coral fruits?” 

 

Yun chujiu naturally would not say that she got them from the Great Void Mystic Realm. She laughed 

and said, “At that time, I was greedy. I was poor and could only afford to buy coral fruits, so I bought 

more.” 

 

Old Man Yao believed her and looked at Yun Chujiu with pity. He thought to himself, no wonder this 

little girl was so greedy. It turned out that she was afraid of being poor. 

 



Yun chujiu didn’t know what Old Man Yao was thinking. After separating from Old Man Yao, she 

carefully arrived at the mountain gate of the primordial chaos sect. 

 

In order to hit her with one strike, Yun Chujiu didn’t hide her strength anymore. She released all the 

spiritual pets in her spiritual beast pouch and killed all the people guarding the mountain gate without 

much effort. 

 

The two Stone Pi Xiu were dumbfounded. Had this little girl gone mad? Why did she kill her own people? 


